
Drive Safe
with the help of a smart device applicable for 

everyone



Intuiter is a cause. 

Our product is dedicated to driving safety and it aims to 
prevent distraction from using cell phone while driving. 



A quick social media update at a red light. 

A text to let a friend know you’re running late.

A double tap on a photo while stuck in traffic.The Problem

“Text Messaging Creates A Crash Risk 
23 Times Worse Than Driving While 
Not Distracted. (Virginia Tech Transportation 

Institute Or VTTI)”



Nearly everyone agrees 
that texting and driving is 
dangerous. Most people 
do it anyway but on what 
cost?



The Solution

It relies on integrated hardware device wirelessly 
connected to the driver's phone. 

Intuiter allows you to take calls, play music and use GPS 
only from the car Active Info Display. It doesn’t allow you 
to touch and look at your phone while driving.  

In case the driver doesn’t respect the instructions and 
tries to bypass the system an alarm build in the car will 
be activated and the administrator or “parent” will be 
notified for the location and drivers' behavior.



The Product

• Prevents the user to text and drive or use his 
mobile device while the engine of the vehicle is 
on.

• The vehicle is trackable from web and mobile 
application.

• Device reports driver behavior and alarms when 
mobile phone is not secure placed in motion.

• Car black box is optional.

No Monthly Fee! No Contract! 3G/2G Realtime Car GPS 
Tracker. Works with SIM card, build in USB charger Web 
account & Android/iOS Apps. Full service-connected 
car product with Real Time Car GPS tracking, 3 Minutes 
Real-time GPS with 60/30/15 seconds upgrades 
available. No battery needed! 



1. Administrator creates as many user/driver’s 
accounts needed with the mobile/web app.

2. User needs to identify itself with the device by 
using Intuiter’s app. 

3. Before takeoff driver must place its cellphone 
into the holder.

4. If the drivers wants to use his phone the car 
must be safely parked, and the engine must be 
off in order to not activate the built-in alarm



• Administrator receives notifications  when the 
alarm accrues and reports the exact location, 
date and time.

• System keeps history of driver’s behavior. 

• The car can be tracked and located on admin 
request.

• All the collected data can be used for statistic 
analysis.



Market Size

- The road safety market is projected to grow from USD 3.0
billion in 2019 to USD 4.7 billion by 2024
- Major factors driving the road safety market include rising
urban population and high demographic rates, rapid
motorization, increasing number of road fatalities/accidents, and
government initiatives for enhancing road safety.
Source: www.marketsandmarkets.com



Target groups

FamiliesCorporate Logistics



Market Opportunities & Partners

Telecoms
Car 

Manufactures

Online stores retail stores



Low Cost High Cost

Safe. Difficult to bypass.

Least Safe. Can be avoided.

Competition



T: +61 (0) 7 3040 8080
M: +359 (0) 884 40 77 77

info@intuiter.com
Nikolay Haitov 2-G, 

Sofia, Bulgaria
www.intuiter.com


